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Students learning about the history of the spice trade in Penang, in a group activity at the end of the day’s
programme. (Jeremy Tan / Oct 2, 2017)

STUDENTS of two secondary schools spent a thrilling morning in Penang's Little India enclave

learning about turmeric, a versatile and widely used spice.

They visited traditional grocers, street food vendors and beauty shops along China Street, Market

Street, Penang Street, King Street and Queen Street.

Speaking to local shop owners and operators, they documented the spice's many uses in cuisine,

religious practices and even health and beauty.

The group of 40 from SMK Abdullah Munshi and SMK Convent Lebuh Light, aged 13 to 16, were

taking part in the ‘You Think You Can Masak’ (YTYCM) workshop.
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Aimed at letting youngsters experience cultural diversity through food, the workshop is one of the

Cultural Heritage Education Programmes (CHEP) jointly organised by George Town World Heritage

Incorporated and ArtsED.

The students quizzing a grocer about the many uses of turmeric during their
excursion in Little India.

The students quizzing a grocer about the many uses of turmeric during their excursion in Little India.

Project manager Chen Yoke Pin said the YTYCM activities emphasise self exploration, group

activities and discussions split into two parts.

“We wanted to let them develop a basic understanding of the spice trade in relation to Penang by

exploring the functions of turmeric in local cuisine and culture.

“Turmeric was chosen as it is widely used across different cultures, and is more than just an

ingredient in a dish,” she said at the workshop on Saturday.

Participants stopping by the famous samosa stall in Little India to look for items
which contain turmeric during their ‘treasure hunt’ as part of the You Think You Can
Masak programme. (Left) Students learning about the history of the spice trade in
Penang in a group activity at the end of the day’s programme.

Participants stopping by the famous samosa stall in Little India to look for items which contain turmeric
during their ‘treasure hunt’ as part of the You Think You Can Masak programme.

Besides turmeric, participants were also taught to identify various other spices like star anise, cloves,

cardamom, pepper and more, using their �ve senses.

Following the informative treasure hunt around Little India, they gathered at the Bangunan UAB in

China Street Ghaut to re�ect on their �ndings in groups.

Event coordinators then put on a short presentation highlighting the spice trade in the region, and

how it helped shaped the history of places like Penang.

Participants snapping photos of curries which contain turmeric.

Participants snapping photos of curries which contain turmeric.

The students will return for the second part of the programme in their respective school groups over

two Saturdays (Oct 14 and Oct 28).

Under the guidance of a local chef, they will be tasked to cook two recipes containing turmeric — one

from their families and another from a different culture.

They will be sent out to buy the ingredients and spices, and return to the Disted Wawasan City

Campus also in China Street Ghaut, to create their dishes.

The other activities organised under CHEP are the Wa Wa Warisan traditional games, School of

Craft featuring traditional handicaft, Heritage Exploration Trail and Youth Arts Camp.

For details, visit www.facebook.com/CHEP.Penang/?ref=bookmarks.
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